
 
 

CURRICULUM CONTENT & HOMEWORK OPTIONS  
 

Subject: Science 
 

Class: 11a Term: 1 Teacher: Mr Hogwood 

Terms focus:  
 
Ecosystems – Looking at: How an ecosystem can be organized into different levels (organism, 
population, community, ecosystem); the factors which can affect the organisms in a community 
(temperature, light, water and pollutants); how organisms face a struggle to survive due to completion for 
resources and predators; how species can be sampled with quadrats and pit fall traps; the benefits of 
conservation and reforestation; the importance of the carbon cycle. 
 
Waves and radiation (revision and test) – This is a topic we finished pre-lockdown. We will be briefly 
revising the features and movement of a typical wave; the uses of the different parts of the 
electromagnetic spectrum; and features and uses of alpha, beta and gamma radiation.  
 
Chemical reactions – Rates of reaction. Looking at: temperature changes in Endothermic and 
Exothermic reactions; the factors that affect the rate of a reaction including temperature, concentration, 
surface area and catalysts; using the particle theory to explain changes in rates of reaction 
 

Key Vocabulary:  
 

1 
 

Organism 6 Reactant 

2 
 

Ecosystem 7 Exothermic 

3 
 

Conservation 8 Endothermic  
 

4 Reforestation 9 Concentration 
 

5 Product 
 

10 Catalyst 

 

Suggested opportunities for extended learning: 
 

• Revise Plant structure and Photosynthesis by following the hyperlink. 

• Make a pitfall trap in your garden (if you have one) and see what minibeasts you can catch. Take 
photos and/or draw pictures of the trap and try to identify what you catch. 

• Investigate a conservation charity such as Born Free, RSPB and World Wide Fund for Nature. 
Look for the different ways they promote conservation in the UK or around the world. Draw a 
poster to advertise their work. 

• Investigate waves by following the hyperlinks i) Waves ii) Properties of Waves iii) Light and the 
EM spectrum iv) Radoiactivity 

• Investigate the use of catalytic converters in cars and vans. What are they made from and what 
do they do? 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zcqxxfr
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zw982hv
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z97rsrd/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zpvrrwx
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zpvrrwx
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zxnvv9q


 


